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Abstract— In digital system designs one of the most 

impactful and current trend is approximate computing which 

demonstrates better trade-off between  circuit performance in 

terms of power and speed. This paper provides a critical 

review on speed and power performance of approx 

multipliers. The comparative aspect from different authors 

shows that there approximate circuit’s shows better and 

improved performance metrics for target precision. 

Approximate multipliers are also considered suitable mainly 

for their error tolerance and resilience capacities which can 

neglect slight extent of accuracy by improving energy 

efficiency and performance. This type of multipliers has 

small values of mean error distance and thus the generated 

errors have insignificant magnitude. It has been shown that as 

compare to exact multipliers, approx multipliers can achieve 

equivalent processing accuracy along with considerable 

improvements in terms of performance and power. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In order to design high performance digital system with 

energy efficiency a well approximate computing techniques 

are emerging as new and feasible solution. Certain 

applications such as data mining, multimedia and recognition 

does not require higher level of accuracy level in computation 

and thus they are error tolerance. For use in such types of 

applications approximate circuits can play considerable role. 

They have properties to approximate the computation and to 

tolerate accuracy levels for achieving greater efficiency in 

terms of power and delay. In multipliers there are three stages 

namely: Partial product generation, product accumulation 

and CPA (carry propagation adder). The performance of 

processors is largely affected by the power consumption and 

speed of arithmetic circuits [8]. Examples of such types of 

circuits are Wallace tree multipliers and carry look ahead 

adder (CLA).  

 However these circuits perform exact operations and 

thus face greater challenges in terms of performance 

improvement. Contrary to this use of approximate circuits can 

allow accuracy reduction so that critical path circuit delay can 

be reduced [9]. In addition to this approximate designs are 

also characterized by their ability to leverage simper circuits 

and logic which makes it possible for them to have area 

overhead and low power consumption. It incorporates 

approximate multipliers as an effective approach for 

improving processor performance in terms of power 

efficiency, area and speed. Error resilience of certain 

arithmetic applications is considered as key feature and 

driving factor for successful utilization of approximate 

circuits. It is possible to redesign approximate multipliers in 

multiple versions each with certain limitations and 

advantages [11]. Thus this paper provides a comparative 

review by discussing circuit characteristics.  

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

The first stage of multiplier is known as partial product 

generation followed by accumulation and addition stages. 

The commonly used product accumulation stage consists of 

carry save adder array, Dadda trees and Wallace trees. 

According to [4] approximate multipliers can allow three 

possible methodologies which are: approximation in partial 

product generation, truncation and approximation in product 

tree and use of approximate design adders, counters or 

compressors for accumulation of partial products. The 

undersigned multiplier uses 2 x 2 approximate multiplier, 

which introduce an error in partial product generation. 

Though adder tree does not show any error and remains 

accurate. [3] Stated that area and power efficient Wallace tree 

approximate multiplier uses carry in prediction method and is 

based upon bit width aware approximate multiplication. N bit 

multiplier can be implemented by using four sub multipliers, 

each of n/2 bit. In inaccurate multipliers which are based on 

counters approximate counter is proposed for Wallace 

multiplier. This inaccurate multiplier is then utilized for 

constructing large multiplier with correction circuits and error 

detection.  

 As per the view of [1] compressor multipliers 

compressors and accurate are improved for enhancing speed 

at partial product accumulation phase. The improved 

compressors also allow better delay characteristics and 

energy efficiency. In order to lower the power and delay two 

more approximate compressors designs are also included in 

compressor. The approximate circuits which have error 

recovery in configurable manner partial products are also 

accumulated by using approximate adder circuit. This adder 

uses adjacent input signals for producing error bit and sum. 

Since data is processed in parallel there is no need of carry 

propagation. Further to alleviate approx multiplier error two 

error accumulation schemes (approx) are also proposed [10]. 

In first stage of accumulation only OR gate is used while for 

second scheme both approximate adder and OR gates are 

used. Truncation of partial products in both of these stages 

results in truncated output. In the same context [6] stated that 

normalized average value of relative error distance must be 

use to measure the error characteristic. The approx multipliers 

with truncation circuit have large value of error rate. In under 

design multiplier there is small error rate than other 

approximate multipliers. However inaccurate counter based 

multipliers have 5.45% off error rate which is relatively low 

because of inclusion of only one approximate counter.  
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 According to [7] for lowering the impact of final 

addition multi bit adder with highest power efficiency and 

performance is used in designs of approximate multiplier as 

final adder. Also these designs the leakage power dissipation 

is very low (below 1 micro watt) which them insignificant to 

compare. It has been also shown by circuit characteristics that 

Wallaace multiplier has highest power consumption and 

accurate array multiplier has very slow performance. Also the 

multipliers with large area tend to have higher power 

dissipation. Thus the approximate multipliers with truncation 

circuits have significant impact on mean error distance. For 

large inputs truncation error can be tolerated and circuits can 

be made more efficient in terms of power and area. The 

circuits which approximate partial product generation 

without truncation used to have large delay and power along 

with area.  

III. CONCLUSION 

The paper provides a critical review of performance and error 

characteristics of approximate unsigned multipliers. It has 

been analyzed from the above discussion that one of the most 

influential ways to resolve the circuit complexity issues is to 

use truncation in partial products of multiplier. However it 

also results in high error rate and moderate rise in normalized 

and mean relative error distance. It has been also analyzed 

that under designed multipliers also have low levels of 

accuracy particularly in terms of error distance. In situations 

when truncation is not employed then for multipliers with 

approximation in partial product tree used to demonstrate 

moderate hardware consumption and low accuracy level. On 

the other hand multiplier which have approximate counters or 

compressors have comparatively higher levels of power 

dissipation. It can also be concluded that the multipliers with 

smaller value of relative error distance shows better 

performance thought it is not guaranteed for applications like 

image processing in which magnitude of error can be very 

high.  
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